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Sorry Doctor's talk down to you, maybe you should stop questioning their judgement and diagnosing patie If I took mr.
Ariens, try to nail your "supposed fellow pharmacist" for trying to do the right thing. This man can only be prescribed by
two companies. One is always "out of stock". That's like saying "The man who assaulted me jaywalked across the street
to beat me to a bloody pulp! I trust my instincts and 27 years of experience. Investigators say they watched as Ortiz
allegedly met with a courier, and that the courier handed over several packages to Ortiz. Anonymous Nov 19, I do not
for a minute believe you have the right to deny patients medications; you have not earned an MD were you refused
admission to medical school and are taking it out on innocent patients , and your knowledge of the patient is limited.
You can be penalized by the Board of Pharmacy for lying to the patient like that, but you have the right to refuse the rx
if you think it hasn't been written according to accepted medical standards, ADA or no ADA. You cannot tell by looking
at someone whether they need medication for their prostate, can you???? Anonymous Apr 7, Steve, It is obvious you
don't work behind a counter for a living. This person is funded by the disability resource center at his university. Ariens
logic, I should sell a box of 24 hour Sudafed to the 4 people in line in a row that came in together. Do you even dispense
any prescriptions at all? If I go to trial you can be damn sure the prescriber better have his records available for scrutiny
as when I ask an agent of the state or DEA if a physician has been contacted or interviewed the answer is always "no".
Police say on August 13, they got a tip about a possible drug deal going down near Food City near 91st Avenue and
Thomas. It stems from pharmacists being too liberal with the dispensing of narcotic drugs spanning the last few decades,
which has created a type of nationwide pandemic. Wednesday, March 21 9:14 Aug The hardest part of scoring drugs in
the age of the digital black market? As I was reporting my profile of the Dread Pirate Roberts, the entrepreneur behind
the booming Silk Road black market for illegal drugs, Forbes tested the Bitcoin-based drug-buying process on the three
most. Buy Hydrocodone Online Without Prescription Hydrocodone for Sale Here Safely & Legit Buy Oxycodone
Online. Here, you can safely and secure buy Hydrocodone online without prescription. Products are of the best quality
from FDA Approved facilities. Packaging is safe and shipping is % discreet and delivery is very. 13 May For those who
like to get high on opioids, the great thing about OxyContin is that if you crush it and snort it, or mix it with water and
inject it, you get 12 hours' worth of oxycodone all The packets are supposed to stay sealed if taken by mouth, however,
so that the pills continue to work for legitimate patients. 1 Jun These photos show fake Oxycontin pills that have been
tested by the Georgia Bureau of Investigation's crime lab. Counterfeit and potentially deadly pills that have been found
in Georgia look just like the real thing so much so that even experts can't tell they are fake by looking at them, said a. I
had dental surgery. Didnt get enough for pain only 4 day supply. surprise im still hurting so thanks you guys for getting
it to me fast. much happy. 11/16/ Max GraigPA / USA. Previous; Next. Great buy, I grab a good deal on special,
veryhappy with that the personal service was very unahistoriafantastica.com Delivery and . 16 Apr Federal prosecutors
this week filed charges against an alleged smuggler caught at the California-Mexico border with nearly 1, fake
oxycodone pills, the latest sign that Mexican drug cartels are targeting pain patients in the U.S.. The pills were made
with illicit fentanyl, a synthetic opioid that is 50 to 19 Nov This undated photo provided by the Tennessee Bureau of
Investigation shows fake Percocet pills that are actually fentanyl that were seized and submitted . Prosecutors allege that
six young people purchased pill presses, dies and stamps to make the pills look legitimate and sold them in an online
store. 1 Mar Pharmacists turn away legitimate pain patients as wholesalers limit shipments of controlled substances in of
Cardinal Health's Lakeland, FL, distribution center license to distribute controlled drugs because it had allegedly failed
to maintain effective controls against the diversion of oxycodone. 2 May I hope you understand it is not the doctors,
their hands are tied, at all ends, the documents, DEA, insurance, pharmacy, and most importantly, patients whom should
have never gotten narcotic pain meds to begin with but the system and doctor shopping kept them hooked, now people
in legitimate pain, not. 15 Aug Sproxil has developed a simple and quick way to fight counterfeits in developing nations.
The start-up attaches to each packet of drugs a unique identification code that is concealed by a foil coating. When a
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consumer gets a medication, he or she scratches off the coating and text-messages the unique ID.
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